
Meeting Minutes 
Lakewood School PTO 

Date:  1-13-15    Location: Lakewood School Library 

Meeting Called to Order By: Dawn M. Time: 6:02p.m. 

Number in Attendance:  9 

Danielle G., Stephanie N., Joe P., Hope K., Lisa K., Nick H., Bob M., Dawn M.,  

Christina F. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Minutes of 12-9-14 meeting read and approved 1st Nick H. & Bob M. 2nd 

Treasure Report 1st Nick H. & Lisa K. 2nd 

Dawn M. reads the resignation letter of Katie Garcia as treasurer.   

Dawn M. asked members if there are any nominations for treasurer.  Bob M. nominated 

himself.  Dawn asks if there are any other nomination or if anyone wants to nominate 

themselves. 

Vote:  

No opposed  

Abstentions: PTO Board 

Welcome and thank you Bob M. 

Old Business 

Dodgeball team 

Dawn M. stated that only one team are registered and it was just turned into today 1-13-15. 

The deadline is Friday 1-16-15.  

Lisa K. suggested the possibility of canceling the event 

Dawn M. asked Stephanie N. if she knew the interest level.  She stated a few of her students 

expressed interest but you never know if there will be follow through. Stephanie N. stated the 

possibility of waiting until Friday 1-16-15 to see what trickles in.  She knows in the past they got 

last minute entries on the due date. 

Joe P asked if we wanted to set a specific number of entries required to move forward with the 

event. That we could push the advertisement as space is limited. 



Christina F. reviewed the December minutes with membership.  She stated per the December 

minutes that Edith is potentially requesting $370. 

Joe P. stated we would need 18 teams for a go to break even. 

Danielle G. stated we would never get that many teams in time.  Members agreed 

Membership discussion regarding lack of interest.  

Lisa K. stated that many area schools host dodgeball tournaments.   

Dawn M suggested flag football tournament in the fall as something different.   Many other 

area schools host dodgeball tournaments 

Danielle G.  agreed with the surrounding schools hosting dodgeball tournaments as well as 

having a league. She suggested the idea of a 3 on 3 basketball tournament for the future. 

Christina F. asked again if we should continue the advertising push until Friday.  

Membership discussion to move forward with canceling the event. 

Motion to cancel the dodgeball tournament Joe p 1st Lisa K. 2nd   

Vote: 

No opposed  

Abstentions: PTO board 

Motion carries  

Spirit Wear  

Christina F. stated online ordering has been set-up.  Customize any shirt they have available not 

just what is on the Lakewood page.  Everything takes about 2 weeks for production with the 

exception of the fleece jackets the embroidery takes more time.   

Hansen Fundraiser Update 

Mrs. Cates and Mrs. Nelson classes won the pizza and cookie party. 

Dawn M. asked Joe P. to talk to Mrs. Cates to let her know 

Dawn M. will come help prep and serve the pizza and cookies. 

English Festival 

Dawn M. stated that Mrs. Baney contacted her to let her know that there was no interest at 

this time from students.  At this time there is no money requested. If a few students join she 

may approach us with a request later.  It was suggested that we could do an e-mail vote later if 

needed. 



PBIS Update  

Joe P stated previously the specified amount was used for toys and trinkets bought for an old 

program called caught being good. 

Mrs. Hammond would like to talk to the PTO board about specifics that she wants based on the 

kid’s interests.  With regards to pursing donations and utilizing other resources. 

We did reach out to local vendors for support. 

In the future we could cover more of a reimbursement based on her needs for the program.  

For example when she places a large oriental trade order at the beginning of the school year. 

New Business 

Read across America 

Dawn M. A mistake was made Mrs. Bennett is the point person not Mrs. Baney. 

We were requesting the date to help with advertising.  

We were also wondering if volunteer recruitment was needed from the PTO. 

 

Mother Son event 

Danielle volunteered to chair and cochair Lisa K 

Danielle G. Bowling thoughts?? 

Gretchen H. It was a nice activity for all ages.  Last year a suggestion was made for a Wii 

tournament.  The concern would the appeal to all age.   

Hope K. and Danielle G. agreed that they enjoyed the bowling event. 

Discussion of date possibilities based on the calendar: April 17th  

Christina asked if this was to be a fundraiser/fun event. 

Bob M. and Lisa K. suggested a fundraiser 

Gretchen H. stated not every event has to bring in money.  This particular event already comes 

with a cost.  That we have families with 3-4 boys.  We want it to be affordable to all 

participants.  

Danielle G. asked where we were with the budget. 

Based on the current numbers membership decided this to be a PTO sponsored event not a 

fundraiser. 

Dawn M. suggested contacting Raymond’s Bowl as they had helped us out with a donation at 

Fall Fest.  It would be nice to give business back. 

Lisa K. suggested setting the event up as a party.  We would have a private room to sit and eat 

lunch.  She said to speak to Val. 



Vindictive Vinyl  

Sample banners were shown by Christina F.   

If we placed an order for 10 or more they would be $10 or $15 based on the banner. 

Lisa K. asked if they could be offered at Grandparent’s Day 

Gretchen H. said they are quite large and asked if the view out of the back of the car is 

obstructed.  Christina F. and Dawn M. currently have the banners on the car and stated their 

view is unobstructed. 

Dawn M. asked if they could also be made in college banner size. 

Christina F. stated we were doing outside the box with this concept. 

Bob M. Asked if they could be made half that size.  Christina F. stated they could be. 

Motion to adjourn the mtg.  1st Dawn M. 2nd Nick H. 

Lisa K. asked if a date for teacher appreciation had been chosen.  Christina F. stated not at this 

time. 

Christina F. asked we could address one more thing. 

Marketing meeting they had a custom raider cookie cutter made.  We have not given all school 

treat form the PTO to the students.  Last year they were given a hot cocoa day.  She was asking 

what members thought about the idea of ordering 500 of the raider cookies.  

We will do an e-mail vote when we have more the logistics and cost figured out.  Thank you 

Lisa K. asked if we could have the same raider cookies for Grandparent’s Day 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

The next meeting will be held February 10, 2015 

 

Meeting Adjournment: 1st Nick H. and Joe P. 2nd 6:55p.m. 

Meeting minutes compiled by: Gretchen Heckel, Secretary gheckel14@gmail.com 
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